
Following are the requirements for registering your helicopter to attend a Best In The Desert event. 
 
Please send a letter addressed to Best In The Desert stating the following: 
 

Date: __________________ 
 
Dear Best In The Desert: 
  

1)    The helicopter is following race team (Driver of record name): _________________ 
        
       and race vehicle # is _________ 
 

2)    Purpose of the helicopter:   
 

       I will be using a helicopter for spectating and taking aerial photos only. 
       The helicopter will not communicate with my race team. 
 

3)    The helicopter pilot will touch down for emergency medical purposes only. 
 
4)    The radio frequency of the race team is: ______________________ 
 

5)    The radio frequency of the helicopter is: ______________________ 
 
6)    a.  The tail # of the Fixed Wing is: ____________ 
       or 
       b.  The tail # of the Helicopter # is: ____________ 
       and 
       c.  Aircraft Model # ________________ and Color ________________ 
 

7)   Name and Cell Phone # of who can contact Pilot in case of emergency: __________________ 
 
8)   Pilot Name: ______________________  Pilot cell: ________________________ 
 
9)   Pilot Commercial License # : ____________________________   
       Mandatory to have pilot have a commercial license 
 
10)  Your pilot needs to contact the closest airport to the event and register with them also and 

        follow their rules. 
 
11)    The Best In The Desert event I am attending is the: ___________________ 
 
________________________________________ 
Driver of Record Signature/Name 
 

Return to: 
Best In The Desert 
Attn:  Jeff Phillips, Director 
3475 Boulder Highway 

Las Vegas, NV  89121 
email to bitd@bitd.com  or fax to (702) 641-2431 (at least one week in advance of event!) 

mailto:bitd@bitd.com
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